1. Attach the bottom bracket to the basket using 2 sockethead bolts. The bracket must face the back of the basket as it will be used to secure the basket to the front fork of the bike. Insert the bolts from the top of the basket (A) and secure underneath.

2. Fix the basket to the fork, use the long sockethead bolt and pass it thru the bracket tab (B) and into the fork, secure on the other side with a security nut.
3-Attach the mounting vertical brackets to the basket tabs. Make sure you insert the sockethead bolts thru the smaller holes of the vertical brackets. Use the sockethead bolts (C) and the safety nuts to secure the bolts.

3-Attach the bracket fork bases (d) to the fork of your bike. This basket system now has an universal, fits models with bigger or smaller wheels. Adjust the height of the bracket bases accordingly. Make sure both sides are adjusted to the same height. Do not tighten yet.

3-Attach the bracket rods to the bases already fixed on the fork. The rods ends should be attached on the inner part (E) Fully tighten all bolts now.